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Abstract
Size and shape of individual flow-features, and not their ‘organization’ in sets of predominant orientation, are the major
influences on the ability of groundwater to percolate through sparse channel networks. Measurements in background fractured
crystalline rocks proposed for nuclear waste repositories provide useful insight. Flow-features are observed as locations of
increased transmissivity during packer or flow testing in boreholes. They are conceived here as channels on fracture surfaces.
Findings are based on numerical modelling and a general formula by Barker (2018) for the percolation of two-dimensional (2D)
objects in 3D space. Equidimensional shapes are found to be the least efficient at forming percolating networks. As discs are
evolved into highly eccentric ellipses, percolation thresholds for number, area and intersection density decrease. At the same time,
the percentage of features forming the active flow path declines from about 10% for discs to a few per cent for 50:1 ellipses.
Compiling recent field measurements of area density of flow-features reveals low values within a limited range (0.01–0.8 m−1).
When this range is combined with practical values of likely channel width, long narrow flow-features are the only reasonable
components of a sparse percolating network. Conventional equidimensional discrete fracture networks are considered unlikely.
Innovative field investigation and modelling methods based only on hydrogeological measurements are suggested. It is con-
cluded that this consideration of shape supports the approach, broadly termed the ‘long channel’ concept. Barker J.A. (2018)
Intersection statistics and percolation criteria for fractures of mixed shapes and sizes. Comput Geosci 112:47–53.
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Introduction

Channel networks and sparseness

Groundwater flow in sparse networks of channels defies easy
characterization (i.e. derivation of parameters such as average
channel length and width, frequency of intersections, etc.)
largely because of the difficulty of meaningful sampling of
such sparse systems. In channel network models such as that
of Margolin et al. (1998), sparseness is possibly best indicated
by the creation of ‘chokes’, which are links within a network

to which many other links converge as networks are thinned.
Hence, intersection density and its associated parameter chan-
nel density are probable indicators of sparseness.

In fractured rocks, channels are generally conceived as
ribbon-like features on fracture surfaces. As a result, the den-
sity of channels is readily viewed as the ‘surface area’ of active
channels per unit volume, or ‘area density’. Again, in frac-
tured rocks, it is widely accepted that only a small proportion
of all observable fractures (containing channels) actually fa-
cilitate flow. Thus, the question arises: ‘What is the minimum
channel density required to ensure a continuous network of
interconnected (flowing) channels across a region under
consideration?’

Some karstic flow systems can clearly be characterized as
sparse networks, but their immense scale prohibits easy and
spatially frequent experimental observation. Recently,
however, Black et al. (2017) proposed a sparse channel net-
work concept for flow in ‘background’ fractured crystalline
rocks. Such low-conductivity networks offer an opportunity
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for understanding sparse channel networks because of their
relatively small scale and the intensive investigations spon-
sored by the nuclear repository industry often performed from
underground research laboratories (URLs).

Nuclear repositories in fractured crystalline rocks

Crystalline rocks are being considered in many countries as
suitable candidates to host deep repositories for long-lived
nuclear waste. Their main attributes from a safety viewpoint
are their strength, which allows the excavation of large cav-
erns, their tectonic stability and their generally low permeabil-
ity. Their main drawback is their fractured nature since the
joints and fractures they contain enable groundwater flows
of variable magnitude in between blocks of intact rock of
usually very low matrix permeability (say less than
10−10 m s−1). Crystalline rocks also contain faults, deforma-
tion zones and major discontinuities, the most extensive of
which are often significantly transmissive (say greater than
1 × 10−8 m s−1) and can potentially transport radioactive leach-
ate to the surface. Fortunately, they are usually few and far
between, are identifiable by mapping, are treated determinis-
tically (Rhén et al. 2007; Hartley et al. 2012) and are avoided
in the design of repository layouts (Vaitennen et al. 2011;
Hartley et al. 2012). The intervening rock, referred to by
Hartley et al. (2012) as ‘sparsely fractured rock’ is here termed
‘background crystalline rock’ and forms the major geosphere
barrier around the canisters of waste.

Characterizing and modelling background crystalline
rock (BCR)

It has become common practice in the last couple of decades
to describe, characterize and calculate likely groundwater be-
haviour in BCR probabilistically using a structural interpreta-
tion and model as a framework. Such models, known as ‘dis-
crete fracture network’ (DFN) models assume that every frac-
ture they contain is equidimensional (i.e. roughly circular)
because this is required by the structural interpretation that is
used to form their basic framework.

Recently, however, Black et al. (2017) proposed that head
regimes around underground openings in BCR are best ex-
plained by strongly convergent flows caused by the sparseness
of the networks of channels in which groundwater is able to
flow. In other words, the channel systems involved are
exhibiting the presence of ‘chokes’. In addition, a tracer test
performed at Stripa Mine URL in Sweden is best understood
in terms of long sinuous channels that cross many fracture-to-
fracture intersections without bifurcating and have only very
occasional interconnections. Such networks are termed ‘long
channel networks’ (LCNs; Black et al. 2017). Such channels
are therefore ‘longer’ than the average distance between adjacent
fractures and a practical indication of sparseness is suggested.

In contrast, in DFN models, flow is assumed to take place
within the (entire) plane of each fracture with exchange of
mass between fractures taking place at (all) their intersections
to form a conductive network in three dimensions (Follin et al.
2014). Clearly, the concept of ‘long-channel networks’
(LCNs) is inconsistent with the DFN concept of flow within
networks of equidimensional fractures. Fortunately, this di-
chotomy can be enlightened using work recently reported by
Barker (2018) who has developed a general formula to define
the value of critical area density for percolation in three-
dimensional (3D) networks of plates of varying and mixed
shapes and sizes.

Guide to the paper

The objective of this paper is to gain insights into the size,
shape and density combinations that enable the sparsest
networks to percolate. This objective is achieved by
applying the dimensionless percolation density result of
Barker (2018) to identify what are the most important param-
eters affecting percolation at the limit in sparse networks. The
results of Barker (2018) are briefly introduced. The impact of
size and shape on percolation is then presented in the form of
shape parameters versus area density at the percolation thresh-
old. Recognising that area density of flow-features is closely
linked to sparseness in BCRs, the relatively rare results of area
density reported to date are presented in section ‘Measuring
the key parameters of a groundwater flow network in BCR’
and their origins in field measurements listed. The next step is
to assume that groundwater flow within BCR occurs at or just
above critical density so that field measurements of density
can be regarded as values of critical density. Assembling a
number of practical constraints on shape and size results in
relatively small ranges of size-shape combinations that could
enable groundwater flow in BCR. Finally, in the section
‘Discussion’, a putative test and modelling strategy is sug-
gested and the implications for the DFN approach are
discussed.

A general formula for percolation applicable
to a wide range of geometries

Barker (2018) considers a fracture model in the form of a
mixture of elliptical plates of zero thickness, each of area A
and perimeter P at number density, n (centres per unit vol-
ume). Consider the dimensionless density (ρ) defined by:

ρ ¼ AκP3−2κ� �
n ð1Þ

where the angular brackets ‘〈 〉’ represent averaging over all
fractures and κ is a dimensionless constant. It is found through
Monte Carlo simulations that by choosing κ = 0.774, at the
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percolation threshold density (nc) this dimensionless density is
always close to a single value:

ρc ¼ 8:2� 0:2 ð2Þ
for aspect ratios up to 16. The same result was found to apply
to any mixture of convex plate shapes and sizes, provided that
for each plate, A and P are replaced by the area and perimeter
of an ellipse with the same aspect ratio and product AP. Many
previously published percolation thresholds (two examples of
ellipse investigations plus one concerning rectangles are
shown in Fig. 1a), when converted to the same dimensionless
density (Eq. 1), were found to lie within the range given in Eq.
(2) (Fig. 1b).

For identical plates with the same aspect ratio, α = a/b, Eq.
(3) gives reasonably good correspondence with Monte Carlo
critical densities up to at least α = 128:

ρc≈
8:14 0≤α≤16

8:14 1þ 0:0023 α−16ð Þ½ � 16≤α≤128

�
ð3Þ

Effects of the shape, size and arrangement
of network components on network
behaviour

Barker (2018) terms the components of his networks as plates.
Since fractured rock is the subject here, it might seem obvious to
refer to network elements as fractures. However, since fractures
in geological structural interpretation as well as DFNmodelling
are almost always envisaged as being equidimensional, this
seems to prejudge the outcome of the investigation described
here. The individual elements of the networks described in the
following are termed ‘flow-features’ and are planar ellipses of
variable size and aspect ratio.

In order to make the outcomes fromEqs. (1)–(3) relevant to
practical applications, the results below are mainly rendered as
values of area density in units of m−1 (L2/L3).

AVc ¼ Ah i nc ¼ ρc Ah i
AκP3−2κ� � ð4Þ

where AVc refers to critical area density.

Effect of flow-feature shape

The development of a general formula for the dimensionless
value of density of mixed shape plate-type objects in 3D space
(Eq. 1) enables the impact of flow-feature shape on network
behaviour to be readily evaluated. The initial investigation is
of ellipse-shaped flow features located and oriented randomly
in space ranging from discs to ellipses with aspect ratios up to
100:1 (Fig. 2). The critical area density (AVc) given in Fig. 2, is
for identical ellipses of area A and perimeter P (see Appendix
A for formulae for A and P), and is based on Eq. (1):

AVc ¼ A nc ¼ ρc
Aκ−1P3−2κ ð5Þ

where ρc is given by Eq. (3). The critical intersection density
(AVc) is given by (for derivation see Appendix A):

IVc ¼ n2c AP
4

¼ ρ2c
4A2κ−1P5−4κ

ð6Þ

For a given area, discs have the smallest perimeter so a
network of discs requires the highest density in order to per-
colate: the difference between discs and 100:1 ellipses is a
factor of about 12. Figure 2 also includes the density of inter-
sections at percolation threshold and it can be seen that the
effect of shape is more profound than in the case of area
density: the difference between discs and 100:1 ellipses is a
factor of about 24.
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Fig. 1 Values of critical density for networks of same-size ellipses and
rectangles from Monte Carlo simulations: a densities used by authors; b
densities converted to ρc = 〈A0.774P1.452〉nc. Note: low aspect ratio
rectangles form the basis of the DFN transport models applied to the

two current Scandinavian repository sites. Orange is derived from
Dreuzy et al. (2000); blue is Yi and Tawerghi (2009); light amber is
Mourzenko et al. (2005)
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Actively flowing part of the network

The decrease in intersection density with aspect ratio suggests
that the proportion of ellipses actively involved in flow also
declines with increasing eccentricity. This phenomenon was
investigated using ensembles of 50 realisations of a periodic
‘box model’ containing up to 16,000 same-size ellipses and
extrapolating to an infinite system. Two opposing faces were
envisaged as upstream and downstream faces and ellipses
within the box were then assigned as ‘connected only to either
upstream or downstream boundary’, ‘connected between both
boundaries (active flow path)’, ‘connected to active flow path
by a single connection (dead ends)’ and ‘isolated ellipses/clus-
ters)’. Figure 3 demonstrates that as ellipses become more
eccentric, a smaller proportion of them enable percolation
(Fig. 3a) and that this proportion is very small (Fig. 3b,c).

Effect of flow-feature size, size distribution and shape

Figure 4 presents the critical area density as a function of an

‘equivalent disc diameter’, De ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4A=π

p
, which gives a

clearer impression of the size of the flow-features involved.
The area density is inversely proportional to De.

It is clear that both size and shape have significant impacts
on critical area density; however, examination of the extremes
of the x and y axes of Fig. 4 indicates some practical limits.
For instance, values of area density greater than 10 m−1 are
unlikely to be indicative of flow in BCR and it is difficult to

envisage a disc-shaped fracture of 100 m diameter with full-
face flow at 500 m depth in BCR.

Entire systems of same-size flow-features are impossible in
nature so most interpretations adopt some sort of mixture.
Consider a simple mixture of two sizes of disc. It is already
apparent from Fig. 4 that larger discs enable percolation at
lower values of area density so the results shown in Fig. 5 are
much as expected. However, when there is a large size differ-
ence, the inclusion of even a small number of larger discs has a
significant effect (e.g. less than 0.6% of discs by number with a
16× larger radius reduces critical area density by a factor of 10).

It has become commonplace in applications of DFN
models to describe the variation in the size of fractures in the
form of a truncated power-law probability density distribution
of equidimensional or near equidimensional flat plates usually
arranged in sets (Frampton and Cvetkovic 2010; Hartley et al.
2012; Follin et al. 2014). Use of the power law envisages large
numbers of very small fractures and a diminishingly small
number of very large fractures. If upper and lower limits are
put on the radius then the probability that the radius is less than
r is given by the cumulative distribution function:

Prob radius < rð Þ ¼ r−kmin−r−k

r−kmin−r−kmax

; k > 0; rmin≤r≤rmax ð7Þ

Figure 6a shows the impact the power law exponent, k, has
in reducing the critical area density of a network of discs. Two
examples applying the truncated power-law approach have
been published in connection with repository investigations
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(Hartley et al. 2012; Follin et al. 2014) and use a minimum
radius appropriate to an exploration borehole (e.g. 0.038 m)
and a maximum value of 564 m (radius of a disc with an area
of 1 km2). They used values of the exponent, k, between about
2.5 and 3.5 and their impact is indicated in Fig. 6b. Bearing in
mind that the addition of less than 1% of large discs can reduce
the value of critical density of a mixture by factors greater than
ten, the sensitivity of critical density to the choice of power-
law exponent is evident in Fig. 6b.

Impact of network organization: orientations
of flow-features

All of the impacts described above are based on randomly
distributed and orientated discs or ellipses in space; in other
words, no specific organization. All recent DFN models ap-
plied within proposals for radioactive waste repositories are

based on structural geological interpretation that assigns frac-
tures to specific orientations, or sets, five in the case of
Forsmark, Sweden (Follin et al. 2014). Random spatial distri-
bution within each fracture ‘domain’ is also assumed.

The impact of network organization was investigated using
a box model in which the ensemble average critical area den-
sity of ellipses orientated orthogonally (equally in the three
directions) was compared to the average for randomly orien-
tated ones, all being same-size networks. The results show that
orthogonally orientated flow-features require a slightly higher
density (about 8%) than randomly orientated ones to reach
critical density (Fig. 7). Organization in sets that are not or-
thogonal and not random could be expected to yield results
between 0 and 8% denser than randomly organized.

Conclusions from evaluation of shape, size
and organization on the critical density of networks
of flow-features

It is clear from the foregoing that the size and shape of flow-
features included in any network are the most important factors
in enabling percolation to occur at the lowest values of area
density. Perhaps surprisingly, and excepting strongly anisotrop-
ically aligned fractures in sediments, network organization has
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minimal impact on network connectivity. These conclusions
are important because they suggest that groundwater flow in
BCRs could be characterized by measuring the size and shape
distributions of the flow-features encountered in a field inves-
tigation; structure being relatively unimportant.

Measuring the key parameters
of a groundwater flow network in BCR

What are the components of a representative
network?

Since it is impossible to directly measure every feature en-
abling flow in BCR, a probabilistic network model is required
in order to estimate flow and transport at anything other than
the largest scale. In broad terms, such a model requires infor-
mation describing the shape, size and spatial organization of
the individual flow-features together with how many there are
per unit volume and how transmissive they are.

Viewed in terms of the preceding ellipse-based assessment,
parameter values are required to describe area density of the
entire network plus size, aspect ratio and transmissivity of the
contained flow-features. Since flow-feature organization has
little impact, a network comprising randomly distributed and
orientated flow-features will suffice as a first approximation.

Reported measurements of area density

The area density (AV) of flow-features is not a commonly
measured parameter in groundwater investigations except
where DFN modelling or solute transport modelling is
intended. It can be measured either using packer tests with a
short straddle interval or detailed flow meter measurements
such as the Posiva flow logging (PFL) technique.

A few results are available in the literature, mostly from re-
pository investigation projects, and show some noteworthy
trends (Fig. 8a). It is to be expected that as the lower measure-
ment limit of the field test method declines, more inflows are
recorded. The results infer a maximum value of area density of
less than 1m−1 and are all within the range 0.008–0.8 m−1 which
only spans two orders of magnitude. The hydraulic results (Fig.
8a) are divided between measurements using packers and those
using flow logging, and clearly packer tests tend to yield higher
values of area density at equivalent measurement limits. This
may be due to the packer tests generally being of shorter dura-
tion, having a smaller zone of influence and therefore potentially
measuring small zones that are not connected to the large-scale
flowing network (Follin et al. 2014) (Tables 1 and 2).

Results are also divided into surface boreholes and under-
ground because the higher hydraulic gradients underground
enable testing with a lower measurement limit but are often
coupled with more uncertain boundary conditions. A further
difference between surface and underground is the predomi-
nance of sub-horizontal boreholes and therefore the more fre-
quent sampling of vertical fractures underground. The flow
log results from Sellafield are reported in two forms: either
as the sum of all the observed inflow points or, where they are
close together, multiple inflows are treated as single flow-fea-
tures. It should be noted that they include a variable lower
measurement limit. Values of area density derived from core
logging and fracture mapping in the same projects as the hy-
draulic testing are included in Fig. 8b to show how observable
fractures, even open ones, exceed the density of flow-features
often by at least one order of magnitude.
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Table 1 Hydro test results

Symbol Location and rock type Source Values of density Low T threshold (m2 s−1)

IL AV

K Kamaishi, Japan: granite Sawada et al. 2000 0.23 fb 0.46 ~1 × 10−10

M Mórágy, Hungary: granite Benedek and Dankó 2009 0.09 pb 0.18 ~1 × 10−8

T Turkey Creek, USA Poeter et al. 2003 ~0.03 ~1 × 10−6

ML Mirror Lake, USA: granite Wellman et al. 2009 p and f ~0.02 ~1 × 10−5

O1 Olkiluoto, Finland: basement
below −400 masl

Table 4.8 of Hartley et al. 2012
(NHU domain surface boreholes only)

0.01 pfla 0.02 ~1 × 10−9

O2 Olkiluoto: + underground Table 10.4 of Hartley et al. 2012 0.19 pfla 0.39 ~1 × 10−11

F Forsmark, Sweden: granite Table 3 of Follin et al. 2014 0.005 pfla 0.01 ~5 × 10−10

Ӓ Ӓspö, Sweden: granite
(TRUE Block TTV region)

Table 5.2 of Andersson et al. 2002 0.19 pfla 0.29 ~1 × 10−10

S Stripa, Sweden: granite Holmes 1989 (SCV) 0.34 pb 0.68 ~1 × 10−11

L Laxemar, Sweden, granite Table 9–14 of Rhén et al. 2008 0.008 pfla 0.016 ~1 × 10−10

W Sellafield, UK: ignimbrite Degnan et al. 2003 based on flow-features ~0.1 fb 0.2 ~5 × 10−10

Wc Sellafield, UK: ignimbrite Degnan et al. 2003 based on flow-features
in clusters

~0.01 fb 0.02 ~5 × 10−10

The conversion of IL to AV is given in Appendix B. T transmissivity, p packer tests, f flow tests, pfl Posiva flow logging method, masl metres above sea
level, SCV site characterization and validation experiment.
a Denotes where results have been adjusted using the Terzaghi (1965) approach to compensate for the unequal sampling of fractures by boreholes
orientated in a limited range of directions
b Denotes authors’ conversion of IL to AV by a factor of 2×
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Reported measurements of the size and shape
of flow-features/channels

Plates, flow-features and channels

Barker (2018) describes his network components as plates.
Because this paper concerns features of unknown shape par-
ticipating in groundwater flow, the plates have been termed
‘flow-features’ here; however, laboratory and field experi-
ments in fractured rock show that flow and solute transport
often occur along flow channels (Figueredo et al. 2016). The
term ‘channel’ is retained in the following sections.

Channel size: extensiveness or ‘length’

It is impossible to directly observe the length of individual
channels in situ. Existing studies for repository sites use sur-
face mapping to constrain the dimensions of fracture size dis-
tributions albeit through the assumption of equidimensional
fractures and full-face flow (Follin et al. 2014). This seems
inconsistent with the concept of flowwithin channels and high
values of area density of mapped fractures (Fig. 8b) imply
little relevance to channel-based flow.

However, the nature of BCR situated between observable
features such as major faults and fracture zones sets natural
limits on the extensiveness of the active flow-features it could
contain. With domain sizes in the order of several hundred
metres, channel lengths greater than say 100 m seem unlikely.
At the other end of the scale, any channel shorter than 0.5 m is
likely to be contained on a single fracture surface. Since Black
et al. (2017) propose that groundwater flow in BCR occurs in
channels that extend across several fracture intersections

without bifurcating, a length of 0.5 m seems a reasonable
lower limit in the context of fracture frequency in BCR.

Channel width

It is widely acknowledged that groundwater flow occurs with-
in a limited proportion of a fracture’s surface (Figueiredo et al.
2016). Bourke (1987) estimated a value of 20% of the fracture
surface based on tracer testing, whereas Pyrack-Nolte et al.
(1987) measured much larger values of open area in the lab-
oratory using injection of Wood’s metal. The difference has
been largely answered by laboratory experiments on granite
cores reported by Watanabe et al. (2009) who matched flow
measurements through a single fracture with calculated flows
derived from detailed topographic measurements of the two
opposing surfaces (Fig. 9a). They calculated the areas of ac-
tive flow and ‘open-but-inactive’ at three different values of
cross-fracture stress and found that the area engaged in flow is
in the order of 10%, virtually regardless of stress.

Watanabe et al. (2009) also defined the form of the active flow
network on the fracture surface and found it to consist of a
‘braided channel’ (Fig. 9a) including a ‘choke’ point and a max-
imum ‘width’ of about 50 mm. Abelin et al. (1994) conducted a
detailed tracer experiment in a ‘single’ fracture in an underground
laboratory and also reported a complex braided channel system
(Fig. 9b,c). They concluded that channels occur in clusters rang-
ing in width from 0.05 m up to 1 m with individual channels
having widths between 2 or 3 mm and 100 mm. Cvetkovich and
Cheng (2008) and Neretnieks (2006) developed credible inter-
pretations of tracer tests by assuming channels are 0.2 m wide.

Ultimately, the main constraint on channel width is the finite
strength of the rock in which the fractures occur. Considering
background fractured rock at a typical repository depth (i.e. say

Table 2 Area densities of fractures derived from outcrop mapping, core logging and borehole TV logging

Symbol Location and fracture type Source Method Density

IL AV

K Kamaishi, Japan: open fracs Sawada et al. 2000 Borehole TV 1.0b 2

O3 Olkiluoto, Finland: fracture traces
below −400 m asl

Table 4.8 of Hartley et al. 2012 (NHU domain) Borehole corea 2.3b 4.6

O4 Olkiluoto, open fractures Table 4.8 of Hartley et al. 2012 (NHU domain) Borehole corea 0.7b 1.4

O5 Olkiluoto: open fractures Table 10.4 of Hartley et al. 2012 (NHU domain)
+ underground boreholes

Core+ TVa 0.43b 0.85

F Forsmark, Sweden: open fractures Table 3 of Follin et al. 2014 Core+TV 0.54 1.1

Sv Stripa, Sweden: fracture traces Rouleau and Gale 1985 Core logs 6.4b 12.8

L Laxemar, Sweden: open fractures Table 10–2 of Rhén et al. 2008 Core logs 1.9b 3.7

Ӓ > 1 m Ӓspö, Sweden: all fractures >1 m Table 2.10 of Bossart et al. 2001 Tunnel map 0.55a 0.7

Ӓ > 0.3 Ӓspö, Sweden: all fractures >0.3 m Table 2.10 of Bossart et al. 2001 Tunnel map 1.27a 1.6

a Denotes where results have been adjusted using the Terzaghi (1965) approach to compensate for the unequal sampling of fractures by boreholes
orientated in a limited range of directions
b Denotes authors’ conversion of IL to AV by a factor of 2×
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200–1,000 m below surface), it seems unreasonable to expect
fractures to sustain open channel widths in excess of 0.5 m
except possibly in extremely anisotropic stress conditions. At
the other end of the size scale, channels of the order of a few
millimetres in width appear likely to form part of a braided
network (Fig. 9a) where the ‘width’ of the braided system is
the ‘hydraulic width’. Therefore, a reasonable range for channel
width, likely to be seen in hydraulic testing, is 0.05–0.5 m.

Transmissivity distribution

The same programme of field testing that yields a value for
area density will also provide a distribution of values of trans-
missivity. However, it is apparent that the distribution of trans-
missivity values as well as that of area density (Fig. 8a) de-
pends on the test method. Not only does packer testing iden-
tify more flow-features (Fig. 10a), but the form of the trans-
missivity distribution is also different (Fig. 10b,c). The rea-
sons for the difference are considered by Hartley et al. (2012)
to be that packer tests have a much shorter duration; thereby

investigating a small region that is more prone to ‘round-pack-
er’ leakage and usually has a lower measurement limit (as in
Fig. 10). A general conclusion to be drawn from Fig. 10 is that
the larger-scale flow system, as measured by the PFL method,
has a median value of transmissivity about an order of mag-
nitude larger than the group of tests thought to represent little
more than individual fractures.

Constraining the range of size-shape combinations

It is apparent in Fig. 4 that a specific value of critical density
can be attained by an infinite set of combinations of shape and
size of individual flow-features. However, this range of com-
binations can be reduced considerably by applying three
(reasonable) assumptions in conjunction with field and labo-
ratory measurements. The assumptions are:

& Groundwater flow in BCR occurs within a sparse network
of flow-features that is at or just above critical density: an
assumption that agrees with the views expressed by

open area

area with both sides in contact

open area but
not part of
active channel

<2% of total through-flow

2 - 5% of total through-flow

5 - 40% of total through-flow

a)

b)
c)

Fig. 9 Flow experiments on single fractures: a configuration of the active flow system on a fracture surface (Watanabe et al. (2009); b pathways of tracers
envisaged by Abelin et al. (1994); c artist’s impression of channel configuration from Abelin et al. (1994)
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Chelidze (1982) and Renshaw (1996). Thus, a measure-
ment of area density in situ is likely to yield a value of area
density close to critical density.

& PFL results are a measure of the area density of the active
flow system plus any dead-end clusters that connect to the
test borehole.

& Detailed packer test results are a measure of the area den-
sity of all possible flow-features.

In addition to these theoretical assumptions, the practical
limits on channel width of 0.05–0.5 m already assumed are
very important. A further limit on possible flow-feature di-
mensions derives from the intention here to understand flow
in sparse networks. If area density is significant; say for in-
stance, three orthogonal cross-cutting fractures per cubic me-
tre (i.e. AV = 3 m−1) then the system would be amenable to
analysis using a dual-porosity, porous-medium model (de-
pending on the scale of interest). An area density of 10 m−1

is therefore set as a maximum area density for BCR.
Based on these theoretical assumptions and size and density

constraints, it is possible to construct relatively limited sets of
combinations of same-size flow-features that would just perco-
late. Figure 11 is based on the results in Fig. 4 limited by the
maximum (0.5 m) and minimum (0.05 m) widths of channel
considered reasonable in the preceding text. Figure 11a uses the
values of critical density appropriate to a network that includes
all flow-feature types (e.g. isolated, dead-end and active). These
should be used with values of area density derived from de-
tailed hydraulic testing where the zone of investigation is small
(i.e. short-interval packer tests). In contrast, the relationships in
Fig. 11b) should be used for datasets from detailed flow testing
(i.e. PFL measurements) which are expected to include only

‘dead-end’ and ‘active’ flow-features. The difference between
the density of all flow-features at critical density and that of
only dead-end and the active flow path is discussed in section
‘Actively flowing part of the network’ and shown in Fig. 3a.

The fixed aspect ratio lines in Fig. 11 can be applied to
ellipses of distributed sizes by using the equivalent diameter

De ¼ 2 A3=2
� �

=
ffiffiffiffi
π

p
Ah ið Þ; the fixed minor axis lines can also

be generalized but no simple (closed-form) expression can be
given for De. The range of combinations is significantly lim-
ited by the constraints of channel width and field results to-
date and would appear to virtually exclude the possibility of
equidimensional (i.e. disc-like) flow-features in flow systems
in BCR.

Discussion

A possible strategy for parameterizing and modelling
groundwater flow in BCR

Methodology and precepts

The nature of flow in BCR precludes a deterministic approach
since an analyst cannot ever hope to identify and parameterize
every transmissive flow-feature. The best that can be hoped
for is to construct a numerical model that broadly represents
reality and can be run sufficiently often to predict a distribu-
tion of outcomes that encompasses field observations. The
approach proposed here involves a two-step process involving
first a ‘percolation’ model to broadly define network geome-
try, followed by an equivalent lattice model to calculate flow.
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Fig. 10 Comparison of packer and PFL test results from boreholes
KR14–18 at Olkiluoto, Finland: a comparison of the values measured
by both test types at the same location (from Hartley et al. 2012). The

frequency distributions of b packer test values and c PFL results also at
Olkiluoto (from Frampton 2014). There are many more flow-features
identified in the packer test data
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The percolation model is based on four ‘descriptors’ of its
component flow-features (i.e. density, size, shape and organi-
zation). It relies on three precepts that follow from Black et al.
(2017) and the ellipse investigations described above, namely
that:

1. Groundwater flow in BCR occurs at, or just above, critical
density (see the preceding section ‘Constraining the range
of size-shape combinations’).

2. Flow-features (channels) do not necessarily form junctions
at the intersection of two or more transmissive fractures (the
essence of the ‘long-channel’ concept of Black et al. 2017).

3. In fractured rock with at least three joint sets, the differ-
ence in the value of critical density between highly orga-
nized and randomly organized is no more than 10% (see
preceding section ‘Impact of network organization: orien-
tations of flow-features’).

The effect of precept 1 is that field measurements of area
density represent measurements of critical area density that
restrict the number of combinations of size and shape that
could form an appropriate network (see Fig. 11). The com-
bined effect of precepts 2 and 3 is to make a flow-feature
model independent of any form of structural fracture model.
A network involving random flow-feature organization is per-
fectly adequate to simulate realistic outcomes. Thus, the ‘four-
descriptor’ percolation model becomes a ‘three-descriptor’
model. Furthermore, in the absence of relevant flow-feature
information from structural interpretation, this three-descriptor
version has to rely solely on hydrogeological measurements to
parameterize flow-feature density, size and shape.

The proposed approach to modelling flow involves a ver-
sion of the two-parameter, lattice-bond model introduced pre-
viously in Black et al. (2017). The model can be run quickly to
produce distributions of outcomes but requires the

introduction of a transmissivity distribution from field mea-
surements and the retention of density and size equivalence
with the underlying percolation model.

Field measurements

The following methods are proposed. Some are well
established and some are speculative and require further in-
vestigation. Area density (AV) is readily estimated from mea-
surements of intersection frequency (IL) in boreholes using
either straddle packer testing or the PFL approach (AV ≈ 2IL).
It is suggested that both methods are employed since the dif-
ference is indicative, to a limited extent, of flow-feature shape
(Fig. 11). The conversion of a measurement of IL to AV is not
particularly sensitive to network organization (i.e.

ffiffiffi
3

p
IL≤AV

≤3 IL ), provided that area density is an average of three or-
thogonal lines of measurement (boreholes/underground
scanlines).

The main problem for the long-channel concept, as it is for
any four-descriptor model, is the shape and size of the flow-
features. It is assumed that these are ultimately best described
by distributions of shape and size but at this early stage of the
concept, averages must suffice. Perhaps fortunately, existing
measurements of area density of BCR cover a relatively lim-
ited range of about two orders of magnitude (Fig. 11) which,
when combined with laboratory and in situ measurements of
flow and tracer ‘width’, yield a relatively limited range of
length and width combinations. Of the geometric variables,
only flow-feature width can be measured directly. The ap-
proach used byAbelin et al. (1994) indicated two possibilities:
measuring the inflows/outflows to fracture coincident bore-
holes and measuring the length of inflows to the lower half
of a drift. The observations were probably modified by the
proximity of the drift and any associated excavation damage.
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Although flow-feature length cannot be measured directly, it
may be possible to measure it indirectly. The lattice network
modelling of Black et al. (2017) indicates that flow convergence
towards a drift can produce a positive hydraulic skin but only in
a configurationwhere the channel length is significant relative to
the dimension of the sink to which the flow is convergent. This
suggests that a measure of the size of the region exhibiting
hyper-convergent flow (i.e. flow convergence to a cylindrical
sink at a value of flow dimension greater than 2 might reflect
the average channel length (Fig. 12a,b). Such measurements
would need to be relatively numerous and would also require
a rigorous programme of lattice network modelling to substan-
tiate the experimental concept and determine any correlation
between size of skin thickness and flow-feature length.

Methodsmeasuring inflow to an underground surface, either
as inflow points, or better as lengths of inflow, are particularly
useful since, based on the definition of IA in Appendix B, these
could provide an indication of average ellipse perimeter, 〈P〉.
The approach adopted by Forsmark and Rhén (2005), using
‘nappy liners’ around the perimeter of a large diameter borehole
might be suitable in very low permeability environments but
the recently developed infrared method of Neretnieks et al.
(2018) appears more versatile. They used infrared images to

locate seepages and measure their flowrates on the surface of
an 80-m-long drift at Äspö, URL Sweden (Fig. 12c).

There may be other indirect methods to derive an indication
of channel length such as the ‘fracture network testing’ de-
scribed by Sutton (1996), in which an attempt was made to
measure the frequency of zone-to-zone responses within a
multiple packer string in a single deep borehole. However,
all these ‘indirect’ methods would require significant pre-
modelling and development in the light of the values of area
and intersection density reported here.

Constructing an appropriate lattice model

Rather than construct a DFN type model incorporating high
aspect ratio flow-features, the proposal here is to use an equiv-
alent lattice model of the type described in Black et al. (2017).
Such a model would require almost no structural knowledge
and would not require complex computations to identify
intersections; therefore, larger numbers of realizations could
be generated to give better statistics. Although less visually
realistic than a DFNmodel, the example in Black et al. (2017)
managed to reproduce behaviours such as skin and compart-
ments that are often observed in URLs.
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Fig. 12 Possible methods to measure channel dimensions indirectly: a concept of how channel length could influence convergence of flow to a drift; b
possible form of results (from a); c use of infrared images to identify inflow points on the surface of a tunnel (modified from Neretnieks et al. 2018)
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That two-parameter bond-lattice model differs from the
‘classic’ (one parameter) lattice model (e.g. Margolin et al.
1998) in that the average number of linear contiguous bonds
(L) (i.e. ‘channels’) and linear contiguous bond gaps (G) are
independent of each other (Fig. 13): in the ‘classic’ model 1/
L + 1/G = 1. In both models, the channel and gap lengths fol-
low a geometric distribution and the bond probability (pb) is:

pb ¼
L

Lþ G
ð8Þ

ThroughMonte Carlo simulation, it was found (Black et al.
2017) that at percolation the two (critical) length parameters
are approximately related through:

Gc≈2:27 L2c ð9Þ

(The value 2.27 ensures that the well-known critical prob-
ability of pbc ≈ 0.2488 is obtained for the classic model.)

It has been found possible to construct a lattice model
equivalent to a measurement-based ellipse model at critical
density by imposing the conditions:

1. The models have the same number densities (n; channels
or ellipses per unit volume).

2. For a given number density, the average number of inter-
sections (‘bonds’ to other channels; B), per channel or
ellipse is the same.

3. Equation (8) should apply when the number density is at
its percolation value (nc).

Examples of the resulting equivalence are shown in Table 3
where parameters are labelled with subscript ‘c’ to emphasize
that the results apply only at the critical density for percola-
tion. Starting with the semi-major axes of the ellipses, a and b,
the other parameters in Table 3 are evaluated from left to right
as detailed in Appendix C. The quantity Bc is the average
number of intersections (‘bonds’) with a single channel, and
should not be confused with the number of bonds per lattice

node. The last column gives the bond spacing (Δc) in the same
units as, a and b. The last entry in Table 3 is included to show
that the classical lattice model at percolation can be represent-
ed by ellipses with a major axis about 2.5 times the bond
length and with an aspect ratio of about 3.6. The relevant
equations are given in Appendix C.

At densities away from the percolation threshold, the per-
colation condition, represented by Eq. (9), is lost and a substi-
tute needs to be found which agrees at percolation. Having
thus constructed the geometry of the lattice model, based on
structural measurements interpreted using the ellipse model,
the final step is to assign values of conductance to the channels
in the lattice model. This can be performed as, for example, in
calibrating a finite difference model against transmissivities
from the field, preferably measured using the PFL method.

Implications of ellipse-based investigation for DFN
modelling

The key fact gained from the application of the general perco-
lation formula of Barker (2018)—Eqs. (1) and (2)—is that
flow-feature shape, in addition to flow-feature size, is a sig-
nificant factor in determining the critical density of a network
of planar flow-features in 3D space. In contrast, the most
complex DFN models of BCR to date, those of Forsmark,
Sweden (Follin et al. 2014) and Olkiluoto, Finland (Hartley
et al. 2012), assume that flow occurs within a network of
equidimensional planar fractures (e.g. low aspect ratio rectan-
gles and discs). Hartley and Roberts (2013) justify the use of
equidimensional flow-features (their term ‘fractures’) within
their DFN model of Forsmark on the basis of the claim by de
Dreuzy et al. (2000) that the percolation threshold is relatively
insensitive to the eccentricity of fracture ellipses. Figures 2, 4
and 11 indicate that this is not correct.

The implications of this assumption are considerable be-
cause equidimensional flow-features require the highest
values of area density to percolate compared to more eccentric
shapes. Hence, faced with low values of area density mea-
sured in situ (Fig. 8), the other significant factor affecting
critical density, size is used to produce percolation at low
values of area density. Referring to the proposed repository
zone at Forsmark, Follin et al. (2014) claim that fractures
around 10–100 m (radius) form the connected network.
Bearing in mind that this refers to BCR at 500 m depth, open
20–200-m-diameter fractures with full-face flow seem ex-
tremely unlikely.

Overall, regardless of the value of area density measured in
situ, a network of non-equidimensional flow-features will have
a higher number of flow-features per unit volume than current
DFN models. A minor implication arising from the ‘box
modelling’ of Barker (2018) is the lack of impact of network
organization. Providing the rock has at least three sets of frac-
tures and they do not imply extreme anisotropy; then entirely

bond (sub-channel) channel of length 2{

nodes

gap of length 3
{ {bond length =Δ

Fig. 13 Schematic excerpt of a bond lattice model to illustrate
terminology
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random orientations are slightly more efficient at forming a
connected network than one configured in sets (Fig. 7).

Conclusions

The ‘long-channel concept’, introduced by Black et al. (2017)
is at odds with recent applications of DFNmodels to BCR that
are based on equidimensional flow-features. This dichotomy
has been addressed by assessing the percolation behaviour of
networks of high aspect ratio ellipses versus equidimensional
planar objects (e.g. discs) using the general result for percola-
tion recently reported by Barker (2018). Applying the formu-
lae shows that the value of critical area density for networks of
planar flow-features in 3D space is most sensitive to flow-
feature extensiveness and flow-feature shape.

In addition, Monte Carlo simulation shows that network
organization has a negligible impact on the value of critical
density in rocks with at least three sets of roughly orthogonal
fractures. It also shows that less than 10% of the flow-features
at critical density actually form the active flow path and that
this percentage decreases with increasing flow-feature aspect
ratio (Fig. 3a).

Assembling reported field measurements of area density of
flow-features reveals a relatively limited range of about two
orders of magnitude with an upper limit less than 1 m–1 (Fig.
8a). The values for potential repository sites at the lower end
of the range require the average diameter of equidimensional
flow-features, as used in recent DFNmodels, to exceed 100 m
(Fig. 4). Indeed, this conclusion is confirmed by Follin et al.
(2014) who, concerning their DFN representation of BCR at
Forsmark, concluded that: Bfractures around 10–100 m
(radius) are the ones that typically form the connected network
giving inflows in the simulations.^

Practical use of the general result of Barker (2018) requires
the assumption that flow is occurring within a network that
has a density at or just above the critical value for percolation.
This assumption appears reasonable in the light of the low
values of flow-feature area density reported to date for such

rocks. It also means that the value of area density measured in
situ is the critical density for the network under investigation
and that a limited range of combinations of size and shape of
flow-features could percolate at that value. The range is lim-
ited by practical considerations, primarily the likely range of
widths of the included channels/ellipses (Fig. 11). It is con-
cluded that it is unlikely that equidimensional features form
the groundwater flow system in BCR.

The ultimate aim of understanding groundwater flow in
BCR is to be able to make reasonable predictions of flow
and transport under various boundary conditions over very
long times. A two-stage process is proposed involving the
construction of a measurement-based, ellipse-type interpreta-
tion of percolation followed by a suitably linked, two-
parameter lattice model (Black et al. 2017) to calculate flow
and possibly transport. The value of the lattice model ap-
proach lies in its ability to produce multiple iterations quickly
thereby facilitating the required probabilistic method. A test-
ing strategy concentrating on the measurement of area density
by two different methods, more comprehensive measurements
of channel width and the possible development of size-related
testing is suggested.

It is concluded that this investigation, based on ellipses,
further establishes the ‘long-channel network’ concept as a
credible conceptual model in understanding groundwater flow
in background fractured crystalline rocks.

This paper is an attempt, together with Black et al. (2017), to
initiate a fresh approach to understanding and modelling flow
in fractured rocks. Based almost entirely on hydrogeological
measurements, it conforms to the entreaty of Neuman (2005)
that Bsite-specific hydrogeologic models of flow and transport
in fractured rocks are most robust when based on directly
measurable rock flow and transport properties, and less so
when based on properties derived indirectly from fracture geo-
metric models.^
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Table 3 Examples of equivalence
of ellipse and lattice models at
critical percolation density

Parameters for ellipse model Common parameters Equivalent parameters for lattice model

a b ρc(a/b) nc(a,b) Bc(a/b) Lc(a/b) Gc(a/b) Δc(a,b)

1 1 8.14 0.233 2.30 1.10 2.73 1.50

2 1 8.14 0.0726 2.21 1.16 3.08 2.14

4 1 8.14 0.0185 2.00 1.37 4.26 3.07

8 1 8.14 0.00423 1.74 1.74 6.88 4.35

16 1 8.14 0.00092 1.50 2.38 12.81 5.97

32 1 8.44 0.00021 1.33 3.21 23.32 8.18

64 1 9.04 0.00005 1.22 4.21 40.18 11.25

1.244 0.343 8.14 0.561 2.03 1.331 4.019 1
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Appendix A: mathematical formulae
for ellipses

An ellipse with semi-major and semi-minor axes of a and b,
respectively, has area:

A ¼ πa b ð10Þ
and perimeter:

P ¼ 4 a E mð Þ ð11Þ
Where E(m) is the elliptic integral of the second kind:

E mð Þ ¼ ∫π=20

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−msin2θ

p
dθ ð12Þ

and m is the square of the eccentricity, e:

m ¼ e2 ¼ 1−
b
a

� �2

; a≥b ð13Þ

Appendix B: theory of the measurement
of flow-feature density

Flow-features are envisaged here as roughly planar shapes
such as discs, rectangles or ellipses each with a specific area

and negligible thickness. For modelling purposes, flow-
feature density is usually expressed as the summed area of
all features within unit volume: area density (length2/length3)
and denoted, AV. It is not possible to measure this directly, so
two methods of estimation based on certain limited assump-
tions have been developed (Table 4). The first is the number of
times per unit length that flow-features intersect boreholes
(equivalent to fractures intersecting scanlines) and is defined
in terms of number/length. The second is total mapped length
of fracture traces per unit area of outcrop (length/length2). The
first is useful from a hydrogeological viewpoint because it can
be measured in terms of the number of inflows and outflows
per unit length of borehole (IL) where the borehole is assumed
to be a line sample. A modification of the second is also useful
where inflows to a reasonably sized tunnel are measured either
in terms of the number of inflows (IA) or length of inflows per
unit area (LA). Strictly speaking, the measures, IA and LA,
require the intersected plane to be planar but it is assumed that
the derived estimate will be reasonable provided the tunnel or
underground opening is sufficiently large compared to the
dimensions of the intersecting flow-features. It is also
recognised that measuring the lengths of individual inflows
is almost impossible in a tunnel and that the measure of IA is
more easily achieved.

For any distribution of fractures of arbitrary shapes and orien-
tations distributed evenly through space, as the length of scanlines
or boreholes increase the following relationships will be found
between the area density (AV) and intersection density (IL).

1. Averaging over all directions with equal probability:
AV = 2 IL

2 . Ave r ag i ng ove r a l l d i r e c t i on s i n a s i ng l e

plane: π
ffiffiffi
2

p
=4

� 	
IL≤AV≤∞

3. The range of values for a single direction of sampling is
given by: IL ≤ AV ≤ ∞

4. The range of values for averaging over two orthogonal

directions in a plane:
ffiffiffi
2

p
IL≤AV≤∞

Table 4 Average parameters relating to the intersection and density of convex plates organized randomly and orthogonally (from Barker 2018)

Symbol Random Perpendicular to x, y and z axes

nx ≠ ny ≠ nz nx = ny = nz = n/3

IL
n Ah i
2 〈A〉(nx cosα + ny cos β + nz cos γ) 〈A〉(cos α + cos β + cos γ)

n Ah i
3 ≤ IL≤ n Ah iffiffi

3
p

IA
n Ph i
4

Ph i
π nxsinαþ nysinβ þ nzsinγ
� 	 n Ph i

π sinαþ sinβ þ sinγð Þ
2n P
3π ≤ IA ≤

ffiffi
2

p
n Pffiffi
3

p
π

LA
π n Ah i

4 〈A〉(nx sinα + ny sin β + nz sin γ) n〈A〉(sin α + sin β + sin γ)

2n A
3 ≤LA≤

ffiffi
2

p
n Affiffi
3

p

The measures IL and IA and AVare often termed P10, P21 and P32 in the notation of DFN models defined byMauldon and Dershowitz (2000) though P21

refers to fracture traces at outcrop rather than ‘length’ of inflows

Number densities nx, ny and nz refer to sets of plates perpendicular to the axes; and α, β and γ are the angles between the line or the normal to the plane
and the x, y and z axes, respectively. (Note that the parameter required to be derived from the practical field measurement is (flow-feature) area density,
AV = n〈A〉, and that that the average area is assumed uncorrelated with orientation).
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5. The range of values for averaging over three orthogonal

directions:
ffiffiffi
3

p
IL≤AV≤3 IL

Appendix C: equivalence of ellipse and lattice
models at percolation

Consider an identical-ellipse model at any number density, n,
where the ellipses have given semi-major axes of lengths a
and b or, equivalently, area A and perimeter P. The aim is to
find the three equivalent parameters of the lattice model, L, G
and Δ. The number density is given by:

n ¼ ρ

Aκ P3−2κ ¼ 3

Lþ Gð Þ Δ3 ð14Þ

And the number of intersection per channel or ellipse (the
‘bond number’) is given by:

B ¼ AP
2

n ¼ 2 Lþ 1ð Þ2
Lþ G

ð15Þ

A third relation is available at percolation when the number
density is at its critical value ( nc):

Gc ¼ γL2c ð16Þ

where γ ≈ 2.27; this was given as Eq. (9) of the main text.
The following sequence of calculations can be used to ob-

tain, at percolation, the common parameters, nc and Bc, and
the lattice bond models parameters, Lc, Gc and Δc. Example
results are given in Table 2.

From ellipse parameters a and b, the area, A, and perimeter,
P, can be determined from Eqs. (10) and (11). The critical
dimensionless density, ρc(a/b), is obtained from Eq. (3).
Then the critical number density, nc(a, b), is obtained from
Eq. (14). Next, the critical ‘bond number’ is obtained by com-
bining Eqs. (14) and (15) into:

Bc a=bð Þ ¼ ρc
2

A
P2

� �1−κ
ð17Þ

This form reveals, via Eqs. (10) and (11), that Bc only
depends on the aspect ratio. The average channel length of
the lattice model is then obtained from Eqs. (15) and (16)
giving a quadratic equation with solution:

Lc a=bð Þ ¼ 4−Bc þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Bc Bc þ 8 γ−8ð Þp

2 Bc γ−4
ð18Þ

Next, the lattice gap length, Gc(a/b), is obtained from Eq.
(16) and, finally, the lattice mesh interval is found from Eq. (14):

Δc a; bð Þ ¼ 3

Lc þ Gcð Þ nc


 �1=3
ð19Þ
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